Superposition techniques were used to transform the edge stress problem for composite laminates into a more lucid form. By eliminating loads and stresses not contributing to interlaminar stresses, the essential aspects of the edge stress problem are easily recognized. Transformed problem statements were developed for both mechanical and thermal loads. Also, a technique for approximate analysis using a twodimensional plane strain analysis was developed. Conventional quasi-three-dimensional analysis was used to evaluate the accuracy of the transformed problems and the approximate two-dimensional analysis. The transformed problems were shown to be exactly equivalent to the original problems. The approximate two-dimensional analysis was found to predict the interlaminar normal and shear stresses reasonably well.
). These analyses utilized a variety of techniques including finite difference [1, 2] , boundary-layer theory [3] , perturbation method [4] , series solution [5] , hybrid finite element [6, 7] , displacement finite element [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , and a mixture of strength of materials, classical laminate theory, and elasticity [14] .
In some ways the variety of analyses has improved understanding of the edge stress problem-since each analysis provides its own peculiar interpretation. But for some laminates there is considerable disagreement among the calculated stress distributions obtained using the various techniques [11] . Reference 11 showed that conflicting numerical results can arise from improper treatment of the stress singularity at the free edge. A more fundamental cause of conflicting results is the surprising complexity of the edge stress problem. The problem appears at first fairly simple, yet there are no exact closed form solutions even for simple laminates.
If the edge stress problem can be transformed into a more lucid form, one increases the likelihood of developing reliable, inexpensive analyses. Accordingly, the first objective of this paper was to transform the edge stress problem into a more lucid form. Using superposition techniques, the edge stress problem was transformed into an equivalent problem which is more amenable to intuitive understanding. The Figure 1 shows the configuration studied, a long rectangular laminate subjected to axial loading. Away from the ends where the loads are applied, the displacements at any x = constant plane can be expressed as (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) .
The Eo is the uniform axial strain and U, V, and Ware functions of y and z only. Equation (1) For mechanical loading, the uniform axial strain ra in equation (1) is specified. For thermal loads the laminate is subjected to a temperature change AT; for this case the magnitude of £0 in equation (1) 
ANALYSIS
First, the edge stress problems for mechanical and thermal loads will be transformed using superposition techniques. Advantages of the recast problems will then be discussed. Finally, the finite element analyses used in the study will be described.
Transformed Edge Stress Problem

Mechanical Loads
The way that superposition is used to obtain a free surface is the key characteristic of the transformed edge stress problem. The first step in obtaining a free surface by superposition is to develop a methodology for replacing part of the laminate using equivalent tractions. Figure 2 illustrates the methodology for mechanical loads. Figure 2( Figure 2 To obtain a finite width laminate with a free surface ABCD, another load system is added to that in Figure 2 (b). These two load systems are shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 shows the new load system, which consists of tractions that are of the same magnitude but of opposite sign to those in Figure 3(a) . Also the configuration in Figure 3 (b) has the constraint E,, = 0. Figure 3 (c) represents a finite width laminate subjected to the uniform axial strain &euro;~.
As stated earlier, CLT is valid for the configuration in Figure 3 (a). Therefore, the configuration in Figure 3 (a) has no interlaminar stresses. Hence, the interlaminar stresses for the finite width laminate in Figure 3 
Thermal Loads
As for the mechanical load problem, &euro;., is constant throughout the laminate. However, the magnitude of ~X is not known for the thermal problem and must be determined as part of the solution.
Except for very narrow laminates, the uniform axial strain e. is very nearly equal to that predicted by CLT [13] . If Eo is assumed to equal the CLT value, EolcLT' then the thermal loads problem can be treated in the same manner as the mechanical load problem. As shown in Figure 4 the thermal problem can be expressed as the superposition of a laminate with CLT tractions ( Figure  4 For the special case of symmetric four-ply laminates, the CLT stresses for the interior plies are the negative of the stresses in the surface plies, regardless of the type of loading. Hence, for these laminates the interlaminar stresses for thermal and mechanical loads would differ only by a scale factor.
For very narrow laminates, the more rigorous approach illustrated in Figure 5 is used. The thermal problem, Figure 5 solution for the first sub-problem. Determination of the actual Fo is based on the condition that the total axial force from the two sub-problems is zero. The axial forces from the two sub-problems are F.,, and FXz . Hence, The problem in Figure 5 (b) is simply the mechanical load problem described in the previous section. Hence, it can be transformed as the configuration in Figure 3 (b). The problem in Figure 5 (a) can be approached just like the mechanical load problem in Figure 3 , except the tractions defined using CLT correspond to the condition Ex = 0 and a temperature change AT.
Advantages of Transformed Edge-Stress Problems
Transforming the edge-stress problem as shown in Figures 3 and 5 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
First, the procedure for analyzing the transformed edge-stress problems for mechanical and thermal loads will be illustrated. Next, the validity of the transformed problems will be evaluated by comparison of stress distributions with those from a conventional Q3D analysis. Finally, an approximate 2D analysis will be described and evaluated.
Mechanical Loads
In this section the transformed mechanical load problems for [ Figure 3(b) . The tractions in the figure were calculated using CLT. Figure 7 shows these tractions for [ Hence, tractions are applied in the x-direction (see Figure 7) . Because of these loads in the x-direction a Q3D analysis was required. Figure 9 shows Oz and aXZ distributions obtained with the superposition Q3D analysis and the conventional Q3D analysis. Again the a= and o~ distributions from the two analyses agreed identically.
Analysis of the quasi-isotropic laminate [90/45/0/-45]S differs from that for the four-ply laminates in that CLT predicts both a,, and Oxy stresses, result- ing in tractions in both the y-and x-directions, respectively. These tractions are shown in Figure 10 . Using these tractions the laminate was analyzed with the superposition Q3D analysis. Figures 11 and 12 show calculated o. and on distributions along the interfaces z = 0 and z = 3h, respectively. These are the interfaces where o, and ovzare maximum. The results agreed identically with the conventional Q3D analysis, therefore only a single curve is shown. The symbols in Figures 11 and 12 are from an approximate analysis and will be discussed in a later section.
Thermal Loads
The analysis section described two procedures for analyzing the thermal loads problem. The first procedure dissects the problem into two sub-problems (see Figure 5) . When Figure 13 shows Figure 10 . For the approximate 2D analysis, the x-direction tractions in Figure 10 were set equal to zero Figure 15 . Note, however, that in Figure 15 the peak value of Oz along the interface is calculated with reasonable accuracy. The interlaminar shear stress a,,Z was calculated fairly well at all interfaces. Figure 12 shows a typical a~= distribution.
The approximate 2D analysis predicts the o. and on distribution reasonably accurately. Since longitudinal, transverse, and thickness directions of a zerodegree ply
